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ABSTRACT
Wireless sensor network consists of thousand number of sensor nodes employed in a wide range of data
gathering application such as environmental gathering, military applications etc. Each sensor node in WS
N are powered by battery having limited energy so it is very difficult to replace there batteries for
prolonged the network life time. Maximizing the network lifetime have been most important design goal for
the network. In WSN channel fading and radio interference constitute a big dispute in design of energy
efficient communication protocol. To reduce fading and energy consumption in WSN, MIMO MISO SISO
scheme is employed but implement multiple antenna technology to sensor network is improbable because of
the sensor node generally support a single antenna. Cooperative scheme are utilized in WSN by applying
the collective nature of the sensor nodes to provide reliable communication links in order to lower the total
energy consumption. In this paper, the cooperative technique are inspected and by comparing different
cooperative techniques we can elect the best cooperative scheme for energy constrained WS N application.
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1. INTRODUCTION
For most application sensor nodes depends on battery for their power supply hence battery decay
may have a great impact on the overall network performance. Rather of using a contend approach
such as in traditional wireless network for energy conservation, sensor nodes are supposed to
cooperate to prolonged the network life time[2][3]. Multiple sensor nodes cooperate to transmit
and receive and such a configuration is known as cooperative technique. This technique reduce
both fading and transmission energy. Cooperative technique [1] can be classified as cooperative
MIMO, MISO, SISO and cooperative relay. In a cooperative relay technique, network uses the
neighbor nodes to cooperate the source by transmitting the source information to the destination
for achieving spatial diversity. Thus the conclusion is that system performance is improved and
less transmission energy is required. Multi-antenna system have been studied exclusively
In Recent Year Due To their Potential To Greatly Increase The Channel capacity In fading
,Environment .Due To Limited Physical Size of Sensor node .Direct application of multi antenna
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to sensor Network is impractical .A cooperative MIMO scheme can be constructed if we allow
individual single antenna node to cooperate on information transmission and reception.
Cooperative MIMO [4] technique aid exploits the diversity gain in order to reduce energy
consumption. In this paper we inspected the energy consumption of cooperative MIMO and
cooperative relay [6]. By comparing these two techniques we can conclude that cooperative
MIMO perform better than the cooperative relay but under certain condition cooperative relay is
better than the cooperative MIMO. When some information has to be transmitted from source to
destination the efficient solution is depend on the position sensor nodes. If the sensor nodes are
present in the middle means at equal distance from source and destination cooperative relay is
preferred but for long distance between transmitter and receiver cooperative MIMO is best
solution.

Fig.1 cooperative MIMO

In fig.1 cooperative nodes are cooperate with the source node by transmitting source information
to other clusters in the network and finally transmit it to the destination. Nodes other than
cooperative are in sleep mode. Fig.2 represents the cooperative relay where cooperative node are
present at the middle and cooperate with source node by transmitting its information to the
destination. With the same diversity gain MIMO performance is always higher than the
cooperative relay.

Fig.2 cooperative relaying
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Remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In section II, non-cooperative energy
consumption model. In section III, comparing two cooperative scheme on the basis of energy
consumption model. Section IV summaries our conclusion.

2. ENERGY CONSUMPTION MODEL
2.1 Non –cooperative communication system
For energy calculation of cooperative system we used the energy model with same parameter as
in [11]. Let us consider a non-cooperative MIMO system with Nt transmit and Mr received
antennas, respectively. The total power consumption of non-cooperative RF system based on two
components: circuit power consumption (Pcir) and power consumption of the power amplifier (Pa
mp).

Fig.3 Transmitter and Receiver block

In the channel is square law path loss then the power consumption of the power amplifier is
depends on the transmit power which is given by the link budget equation such as [7]

(1)
Where Eb is the required energy per bit, Rb is the bit rate, d is the transmission distance between
transmitter and receiver, Gt and Gr antenna gain, λ is the carrier wavelength, M l is the link
margin, Nf is the noise figure. Therefore Power consumption of power amp lifier can be
calculated as

(2)
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Where

with ξ drain efficiency of power amplifier

and ᶯdenotes power to average ratio (PAR) which rely on modulation scheme used and
constellation size. The total circuit power consumption is given as

=

)
(3)

Where PDAC, PMIX, Psyn, Pfilt, PLNA, PIFA, Pfilr, , PADC denote Power Consumption value OF
DAC ,Mixer ,filter ,low noise amplifier, If amplifier ADC Whose Value presented In table
Therefore Total Power Consumption For a non – Cooperative System is given By
(4)

2.2. Cooperative MIMO System
The extra energy of the native cooperative data exchange is dependent on the number of
cooperative antennas and also on local inter-node distance between two nodes at both Tx and Rx
side. In case of cooperative MIMO, if we want to transmit Nb bits from source to destination.
Then source must firstly broadcast transmit bits to Nt-1 cooperative nodes. Based on the SISO
non-cooperative model energy consumption for local data exchange phase is calculated as ECoopTx.
At the receiver cluster Mr-1 cooperative nodes firstly receive MIMO modulated symbols quantize
one STBC symbol to Nsb bits and the retransmit their quantize bits to respectively to the
destination node using un-coded SISO 16-QAM modulation. Therefore transmission in
cooperative MIMO takes place in two communication phases: one is data exchange phase and
other one is MIMO transmission phase. The total energy consumption of cooperative MIMO
technique is

(5)
Where ECoopTx is extra cooperative energy consumption in the transmitter side and depend on
the energy consumption per bit
Which is calculated as

(6)
and ECoopRx is given as,
(7)
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2.3 Cooperative Relay System
For the cooperative relay system total energy consumption is the sum of energy consumption of
each transmission phase. So the total energy consumption of relay system is given as

(8)

Figures and Tables
Table 1. System Parameter

Fc =2.5GHz

ᶯ= 0.35

Gt Gr = 5d Bi
B=10kHz
PMIX=30.3mW
-3
Pb= 10
Pfilt=Pfilr=2.5mw

Nf = 10dB

N0/2 =-174 d Bm
ᵝ=1
Psyn =50Mw
TS = 1/B
PLNA = 20 mW

Nl= 40 dB

3. SIMULATION RESULT
The circuit consumption of the cooperative relay scheme will be lower than cooperative MIMO at
shorter distance because cooperative MIMO needed extra circuit energy consumption. In
cooperative relay the distance between destination and relay node are shorter, so that for ensuring
the same receiver SNR less transmission energy than MIMO scheme is required. Cooperative
MIMO technique needs less required SNR At distance d=400m, 30% energy can be saved by
using cooperative MIMO scheme when Compared with the cooperative relay.
In fig.5 when we consider three transmission nodes at distance d= 400m, 42% energy can be
saved by using cooperative MIMO scheme in comparison with the cooperative relay scheme. A
cooperative MIMO network in comparison with cooperative relay is better not only in terms of
energy consumption but also transmission delay as well.
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Fig.4 cooperative MIMO versus cooperative relay (Tx =3)]

4. CONCLUSIONS
Cooperative scheme contribute agreeable assistance for WSN when temporal and antenna
diversity can be exploited to reduce fading as well as transmission energy consumption. Relay
scheme are less efficient than the cooperative MIMO in terms of energy consumption at longer
distance. For the same SNR relay technique performance is bad as compare to cooperative
MIMO. But advantage of relay over cooperative MIMO is that relay technique are not affected by
time synchronization error. The performance of relay is better as compare to the cooperative
MIMO when transmission synchronization error become significant. Performance and energy
consumption comparison with cooperative MIMO with data aggregation will be investigated in
future work. Therefore performance of cooperative MIMO is better. The subsequent figure in this
paper represent the total energy to transmit 106 bits with error rate requirement FER= 10-3 source
sensor node S to a destination node D.
The total distance between cooperative nodes is dm= 6m and distance between source and relay
sensor nodes is dsr=d/3. Fig.4 shows the energy consumption of cooperative MIMO technique in
comparison with cooperative relay. When we consider two transmissions node at longer distance
energy consumption of cooperative MIMO is lower due to the fact that cooperative MIMO needs
less required SNR.
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Fig.5 cooperative MIMO versus cooperative relay (Tx =3)
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